How to find the accommodation
1. The drive from Malaga airport to Motril is very easy, around 75 minutes and
mostly motorway. Leaving the airport go straight on at roundabout, when
passing San Miguel brewery keep in left lane, signposted to Malaga.
2. Continue over the bridge and loop to the right, this then joins the 3-lane road N340.
3. After approx. 1.2kms, ignore the first exit (signed cambio de sentido), after a
further 0.7kms be in right hand lane and follow signs for MOTRIL/ALMERIA.
Bear right to loop over bridge and join motorway E15/A7.
4. Stay on the motorway, following signs for Motril & Almeria - about 100kms.
5. Exit motorway east of Motril, follow signs for Motril/Puerto/Torrenueva.
6. Driving downwards towards the distant coastline now, at the roundabout go
left taking the country road marked Puntalón 1km. Continue for a couple of
minutes towards Las Ventillas. Just before Puntalón entrance roundabout and
signs; turn 1st right small street between new linked villas/apartments, end of
street turn right (terraced houses on your right) then left at T-junction.
7. Now on dirt track (Rambla Puntalón) with dry riverbed on your right &
Municipal Vivero buildings opposite. Follow track down for just 200 metres,
then turn 2nd left towards grey garage building (looks like dead end) Cortijo
Nuevo / El Apartamento/Casa Pequeña just round the corner by large plastic
greenhouse. Drive left past the pool terrace entrance with wooden door to the
parking area at the bottom of the track.
8. Park behind the sliding gate on the right by the old fountain.
9. If you get lost in Motril - phone either the Cortijo :- 0034 958 821 290 or the
mobile :- 0034 607964953
Cortijo Nuevo, Camino de Las Ventillas s/n., Puntalón, 18600 Motril.
Key Collection Instructions:
Owner lives on site and will meet & greet with the keys.
Prefer arrivals between 3pm - 8pm. If later please ring from the airport to advise & I
can leave the exterior lights on.
SATELLITE NAVIGATION CO-ORDINATES (GPS) =
N36º43.613 / W3º29.211

